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Erratum

Higgsbosonsin supersymmetricmodels(I) [Nuci. Phys.B272 (1986) 1]

J.F.Gunion andH.E. Haber

(1) At the beginningof sect.2, we statethat eq.(2.1) is the mostgeneraltwo-Higgs
doublet scalarpotential subject to a discretesymmetry4~ -~— ~i which is only
softly violatedby dimension-twoterms.This is not strictly correct.First, renameA7
appearingin eq.(2.1) as A8. Then,thereis oneadditional termthat canbe added:

A7[Re 4142 — V1V2 cos ~}[Im 4~i4~2— v1v2 sin ~}.

However,this term canbeeliminatedby redefiningthe phasesof the scalar fields.
To seethis, note that if A7 � 0 thenthe coefficientmultiplying the term(4442)2 in
the scalarpotentialis complex,while if A7 = 0 thenthe correspondingcoefficientis
real. Subsequentresultspresentedin the paper are not affectedby this choice.
Moreover, in the minimal supersymmetricmodel, A7 = 0 (at tree-level). On the
other hand, in CP-violating two-Higgs doublet models,it is important to keep
A7 * 0 if one wishes to retain the overall freedom to redefine the Higgs field
phases.

(2) In eq. (3.3), the sign of the ~ term shouldbe switched.That is, the relevant

term in the superpotentialshould read: W= ~ in the conventionthat

= = 1. Then, the signsof the p~termsin eq.(4.28) andin the equationsof
appendixA are all correct.However,the sign of j.t in eqs.(4.13)and(4.19) andin
theassociatedsquark—squark—HiggsFeynmanrulesof figs. 11—14mustbe changed.

(3) In fig. 1, to get the Feynmanrules for incomingW and outgoingH, but
leaving the momentumdefinitionsthe same,multiply rules(a) and(b) by — 1; rule
(c) is unchanged.

(4) In eq. (4.10), a d shouldappearimmediately to the right of the last square
bracket.

(5) In eq. (4.11), in the term proportional to m~replace H1°cos(p+ a) +

‘~‘2°sin(f3 + a) by H1°cos(/3+ a) — H2°sin(f3 + a).

(6) In fig. 9, multiply the H?H~H?and H~H~H~vertices by a factor of g.
Otherwise,the Feynmanrulesof figs. 9 and10 arecorrectas depicted.
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(7) A point of clarification. The readershouldnot that eqs. (4.12)—(4.15)contain
only those terms neededto compute the mass and scalar interactionsof the
squarksandsleptons.To obtain the entirescalarpotential,onemustaddtheterms
of eqs.(3.8) and (3.9) that arenot included in eqs.(4.13)—(4.15).

(8) In figs. 17c,d andthe Feynmanrules for the H?H~kL~kLandH~H~kR~kR

vertices are incorrect.The correctFeynmanrules are

o ~- - ig2 sin 2a T
3k — ek sin

2O~ m~H
1H2q~~q~~: 2 —

cos

ig
2 sin 2a m2

H~H~EIkR~kR: 2 ek tan2O~—

m~

(9) In eq.(4.27), in the term proportionalto N~IJNç!JNremovethe factor of 2.

(10) In eq. (4.28),add+ h.c. to the right-handside.

(11) Eq. (4.29)shouldread ~~r~0ft = ~MA~A~+ +M’A’A’ + h.c.

(12) In the secondline of eq.(4.30), replacev
2 with —v2 i.e. (v1~— v2~fr~.2)is

the correctform.

(13) In eq.(4.48), replace+ ~ with ±V~.In eq. (4.49),replace— ~ with R V~.
In bothcases,the uppersign shouldbe usedfor H~and H~couplingsto ~°j°

given in eq. (4.47), and the lower sign should be used for the corresponding
couplingsof H~.

(14) In fig. 22, replace(1 — y5)by (1 + 75) in (b) and(d). In fig. 23,replace(1 + y~)
by(1—y5)in(b)and(d).

(15) In the secondline of eq.(5.5), the plussign immediatelyfollowing ~L should
be a minussign. Note that the correspondingFeynmanrulesdepictedin fig. 24 are
correct.

(16) In eq.(A.2), insert: +h.c. at the end.


